JOURNAL   OF   ARNOLD   BENNETT
London, Friday, January igth.
Lunch, at Reform to-day. Informed positively that Nivelle
was to include all British Army in his command. It was said
that he said of Haig : "II n'est pas assez souple. II est trop
orgueilleux." This statement absolutely contradicted by Press
Bureau to-night. To-night in Piccadilly an immense red flare
in sky, followed by a great explosion. Piccadilly rather ex-
cited. Mair , informed on telephone at 10.30 that chemical
works at Blackwall exploded and set fire to South Metropolitan
Gasworks. "Thousands of wounded in hospital." We shall
see if this is the fact.1
Mair and Willie Weir and George Whale dined with me to-
night at Yacht Club. Very interesting. Mair said there was
nothing in alarm of German invasion of Switzerland, and that
it had been deliberately got up by French authorities (who
said Foch was at Besancon and actually began to dig trenches)
in order to get Swiss securities out of Switzerland into France
for purpose of helping to regulate exchange.
Mair promised to take me over London in airship.
London, Yacht Club, Wednesday, January
I came to London yesterday morning.   Hard frost and cold
travelling.
Lunch with Pinker at Arts Club to-day, about the whol4
question of cinematograph rights, which I regard as a swindle
on the author. Constant fine snow showers.
Camarques, Sunday, January 28th.
Dined on Wednesday at Madame Van der Velde's, Kossefti
Gardens Mansions. Fry was there. Omega Flat. I saw the
Omega bed. Fkt exceeding cold.
Wells and I dined at Reform. Tossed for bill and he lost
Then we went to Petit Riche basement restaurant, and saw the
Hayneses, the Lynds, and Rebecca West.
I came home on Friday morning. I am in unusually good
form for work. In spite of radiators and fires, it is very difficult
to keep the house warm. N.E. wind and frost.
1 This was the disastrous explosion at Silvertown when many workers
were killed and injured.
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